6/13/2020

• 6:30pm – 7:30pm log in and participate live online audience

Go To: https://kslib.zoom.us/j/561178181
The recording of this presentation will be online after the 18th

@ https://kslib.info/1180/Digital-Literacy---Tech-Talks
The previous presentations are also available online at that link

Presenters: Nathan Carr, IT Supervisor, of the Newton Public Library and Lindsey Young of Newton Now

1. Protect your computer

Reasons to start your research at your local Library

http://www.districtdispatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/triple_play_web.png

•A computer should always
have the most recent
updates installed for spam
filters,
anti-virus and
anti-spyware
software and
a secure firewall.

http://cdn.greenprophet.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/frying-pan-kolbotek-neoflam-560x475.jpg

Newton Public Library Director Recommendation:

The Types of culinary Sites you’ll run across on the internet.

Marianne Eichelberger recommends the “Jenny Can Cook” youtube channel
and specifically this one bowl chocolate cake recipe.
Culinary Schools
Professional Chefs
Recipe Databases
Companies that Sell cooking devices / supplies with specific recipes
Magazines with recipe sections
Blogs
Picture Sites
Video Sites
Apps
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allrecipes.com, foodnetwork.com, food.com, yummly.com, chow.com,
epicurioius.com, simplyrecipes.com, bettycrocker.com,
commonsensehome.com, realsimple.com, seriouseats.com,
thepioneerwoman.com, copykat.com, tasty.co, bhg.com/recipes,
ballhomecanning.com/recipes, food52.com, tasteofhome.com,
seriouseats.com
Separate discussions:
Pinterest.com - Link sites
Instagram.com - Picture sites
Youtube channels - Video Sites

•

•

•

•
•

Largest digital food site in the US with 61 Million home cooks viewing 2.5
billion recipe pages and cooking articles per year.
Social media pioneer. First launched in July 1997, Allrecipes was among the
first sites to offer community shared reviews, photos and recipes.
A community-driven food and cooking site created by home cooks for home
cooks.
Focused on everyday cooking with practical, family-focused recipes.
Cross media brand. You’ll find Allrecipes in digital and print (magazine).

Some of Lindsey’s favorites:
damndelicious.net; sixsistersstuff.com; sallysbakingaddiction.com

foodnetwork.com

ht t ps : / / upload. wik im edia. or g/ wik ipedia/ com m ons / t humb/ f/ f9/ Food_Net wor k_New_Logo.png/ 150px -F ood_Net wor k_New_Logo.png

FOOD NETWORK (www.foodnetwork.com)
is a unique lifestyle network, website and magazine that connects viewers
to the power and joy of food.
The network strives to be viewers' best friend in food and is committed to
leading by teaching, inspiring, empowering and entertaining through its
talent and expertise.
Food Network is distributed to nearly 100 million U.S. households and
draws over 46 million unique web users monthly.
Since launching in 2009, Food Network Magazine's rate base has grown
13 times and is the No. 2 best-selling monthly magazine on the
newsstand, with 13.5 million readers.

food.com

FoodNetwork.com is our 'bread and butter' (no pun intended).
This is the site where we post our recipes, articles, show links, and
much more affiliated with Food Network and our corresponding
programming.
Recipes on this site are from our talented culinary teams.
Food.com is a community-curated for and by the community of homecooks. Recipes on Food.com are unique user's home recipes that they
have opted to share with the community.

Food Network is owned by Discovery, Inc., a global leader in real life entertainment whose portfolio also includes
Discovery Channel, HGTV, TLC, Investigation Discovery, and OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network.

food.com

thekitchn.com

-Over 500,000 dishes created by users like you, with fresh recipes
added every day
-Easy access to your favorite saved recipes and the option to organize
them into boards
-A new activity feed where you can add your reviews, tweaks,
questions and photos

•

•

Kitchn was founded in 2005 by Maxwell Ryan and Sara
Kate Gillingham, also the founders of Kitchn’s
companion site, Apartment Therapy.
Today The Kitchn is brought to you by a diverse team
of editors, writers, recipe developers, and
photographers from across the country.
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thekitchn.com

thekitchn.com

Kitchn is a daily food magazine on the Web celebrating life in the kitchen
through home cooking and kitchen intelligence.
Monthly readership: 17 million, plus another 1 million through our social
channels.

•

To connect people to the resources they need to improve their homes, while
reducing their reliance on stuff.
Maxwell Ryan
November, 2007
• A calm, healthy, beautiful home is a necessary foundation for happiness and
success in the world.
• Creating this home doesn’t require large amounts of money or space. It
requires inspiration, connection to resources and motivation to do something
about it.
• The basic elements of good home design can be learned and achieved by all.
• Simplicity and luxury are not mutually exclusive.
•

•

•

We are a member of the AT Media family of sites, along with Apartment Therapy.

•

We publish 20 short articles daily that inform and inspire every aspect of home
cooking, from recipes to cooking lessons to product reviews to kitchen design
and renovation advice.
This is a site for people who like to get their hands dirty while they cook. It is
for those who care about the quality of their food, and how it affects the
health of themselves and the planet. It is for cooks who care about design and
want to create a beautiful kitchen. It’s a place to dive in deep, and embrace the
joy of one of our basic needs: Food, cooked at home, nourishing ourselves and
our households.
https://www.thekitchn.com/about/about-us

•

yummly.com

chow.com

•

•

•
•

•

Our mission is to be the smartest and most helpful food platform
in existence
We're fulfilling this mission by improving life in the kitchen
for millions of home cooks around the world.
4.5+* App Rating 2M+ Recipes 26M* Users
We help people discover what to eat based on personal preferences and data
Our system of personalized discovery learns you better to serve you better, so
the question "what's for dinner?" is answered before it's even asked.
We are building big data for food
Yummly's proprietary Food Genome and patent-pending Food Intelligence
technology allow us to understand recipes at a deeper level, and recommend
recipes to our users based on their diets, allergies, tastes, and more.

•

Chowhound was started in 1997 as a message board for people to trade information about where to
find good food. You can read more about the early days of Chowhound in Calvin Trillin's 2001 New
Yorker story "New Grub Streets" (full article available to subscribers only).

•

In 2006, CNET Networks bought Chowhound and combined it with a San Francisco–based print magazine
called CHOW. In 2008, CBS acquired CNET Networks to form CBS Interactive. Over the years that followed
CHOW.com grew to host more than 10 million unique visitors each month to its recipes and the Chowhound
community.

•

In 2015, CBS Interactive re-launched Chowhound.com, again placing the world-renowned Chowhound
community front and center, with award-winning recipes and writing from the Chowhound staff featured
contextually throughout the site.

https://www.yummly.com/about

chow.com

•

The Original Chowhound Manifesto

•

Everyone has one in his life: the brother-in-law with a collection of 800 takeout menus, the co-worker who's
late from lunch because she HAD to trek to one end of town for soup and to the other for a sandwich.
Chowhounds know where the good stuff is, and they never settle for less than optimal deliciousness,
whether dining in splendor or grabbing a quick slice.

•

We're not talking about foodies. Foodies eat where they're told. Chowhounds blaze trails. They comb
through neighborhoods for culinary treasure. They despise hype. And while they appreciate ambiance and
service, they can't be fooled by flash.

•

No media outlets serve Chowhounds. They've never had a place to gather and exchange information. This
discerning, passionate crowd has long been completely invisible and utterly disenfranchised... until now.

•

If you, too, fret endlessly about making every bite count; if you'd grow weak from hunger rather than
willingly eat something less than delicious, this place is for you! Welcome to our community. Let's talk. Let's
swap tips.

•

You needn't be an expert to participate. If you're less food-obsessed than the rest of us, but have a yen for
egg creams, gazpacho, or Quisp Cereal, let the resident hounds guide you to the best stuff. Follow (and chime
in on) the rollicking discussion -- featuring thousands of messages from characters all over the world.

Not responded yet

epicurious.com
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simplyrecipes.com

simplyrecipes.com

•

The one thing you should know about us is that we are obsessed with creating scratch
cooking recipes that you will love.
Recipes that work

•

There are two things we think about when deciding if a recipe is good enough to go on the site.

•

First, does it work? Does the dish make us smile inside and out? Do we want to eat the whole batch by
ourselves?

•

Second, if the dish tastes great, is it worth the effort? Do we want to make it again (and again and
again)?

•

This is what we strive for—recipes you can rely on to work every time and be worth your time, effort, and $$ to
make!

•

Our goal is to encourage people to cook at home, and to make the process of feeding your family and loved
ones less intimidating and more enjoyable.

•

Our recipes are all tested in our own home kitchens, usually several times.

Where we get the recipes
• We develop most of our recipes in-house (Simply Recipes staff and
contributors), inspired by what is growing in the garden, and seasonal produce
we find at the market.
• If we have pulled a recipe from another source, we do our best to attribute the
source.
• The recipes we share use mostly whole food ingredients but we also believe
there is a time and a place for healthy canned, frozen, and other prepared
ingredients. We believe in a varied, healthy diet, using extra virgin olive oil, real
butter and cream, eggs, lots of green vegetables, and protein from meat, fish,
beans, and cheese.

simplyrecipes.com

Recipe testing
• Since we are developing recipes in our home kitchens, all of our recipes are
made with the home cook in mind. We want you to love our recipes as much as
we do!
• Since not every home kitchen is set up the same way, as of early 2017, we now
do an extra round of recipe testing with a team of recipe testers who work from
their home kitchens. They make and give feedback on each new recipe that
goes up on Simply Recipes, making sure it’s perfect before it goes out the door.
• Please try the recipes, and if you have a question or constructive feedback, let
us know about it in the comments to the recipe.

A little history of how we started
• Simply Recipes was founded by Elise Bauer in 2003 as a blog to keep track of the recipes she
was learning to cook from her parents in Sacramento, California.
• Elise had been a busy Silicon Valley executive when in 2001 she became sick with a flu that
wouldn’t go away. In 2003 Elise moved home with her parents to help recover. Elise lived
with her parents for several years, recovering from chronic fatigue and documenting her
parents’ cooking on Simply Recipes. (Here’s more of that story.) Over the years, what started
as a small blog grew to reach millions of readers every month!
•

In 2016 Simply Recipes joined forces with Fexy Media, a Seattle-based media company who
also owns Serious Eats and Road Food. (See the announcement.)

The team today
• Simply Recipes is produced by a team of experienced cooks devoted to high quality,
accessible home cooking.
simplyrecipes.com

BettyCrocker.com

About comments
• Comments are open on the most recent recipes and posts. When leaving
comments, we ask that you think of this website as our home. Please don’t say
anything on this site that you wouldn’t, as an invited guest, say in someone’s
home. Constructive criticism is welcome, as we all benefit from such advice.
• Questions are also welcome; we will attempt to answer them in a timely manner.
Before you ask a question, please check to see if your question has already been
addressed in either the recipe introduction or comments other people have made.
• Rude, mean, or obnoxious comments are not welcome and will not be approved to
post (we will gently escort a misbehaving guest out of the house). Overly selfpromotional or spammy comments will also not be approved to post. Please
restrict your comments to the topic at hand, for the benefit of all who may be
reading.
simplyrecipes.com

Though she might not look it, Betty Crocker is
nearly 100 years old, and she’s still going strong
with more than 12 million visitors to this website
each month.
Learn all about Betty’s history, plus today’s
mission—here’s everything you ever wanted to
know about America’s First Lady of Food!
https://www.bettycrocker.com/about-us
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BettyCrocker.com

•
•

BettyCrocker.com

About Betty Crocker
For nearly a century, Betty Crocker has been America’s
source for modern cooking instruction and trusted recipe
development. That rich hertiage and culinary knowledge
lives on in our commitment to celebrate the Betty in all of
us — by sharing our passion for food, valuable test-kitchen
wisdom and lifestyle expertise — straight from our kitchen
to yours.

Since 1921 when Betty Crocker began answering questions
about baking by letter, she’s been working to teach people to
cook. From letters and radio to cookbooks and television to
the establishment of BettyCrocker.com, her aim has stayed
true. Home cooks have come to rely on Betty for her
helpfulness, trustworthiness and quality. From cooking
fundamentals to clever shortcuts made possible thanks to her
dependable products, Betty continues to inspire home cooks
across the world.

https://www.bettycrocker.com/about-us

https://www.bettycrocker.com/about-us

BettyCrocker.com

•

BettyCrocker.com

The “Betty Crocker Picture Cook Book” put Betty on the map
back in 1950 when it quickly became a best-seller. This
classic, along with its subsequent editions, has been beloved
for generations and is now in its 12th edition, “Betty Crocker
Cookbook: Everything You Need to Know to Cook from
Scratch.” To date, 63 million Betty Crocker cookbooks have
been published — but books aren’t the only way Betty
connects with home cooks.

•

•

Launched in 1997, BettyCrocker.com continues the legacy of adapting,
discovering and sharing the knowledge that home cooks crave. Today, the site
receives more than 12 million visitors per month. Betty also reaches more than
7 million fans monthly on Facebook, Pinterest and Instagram — be sure to like
and follow for all the latest recipes, videos and behind-the-scene looks at what
we’re working on. A robust series of how-to videos exist on Betty’s YouTube
channel and subscribers of the BettyCrocker.com newsletter get regular
inspiration delivered to their inboxes – sign up today!
Betty’s actually been a pioneer of new media for her nearly 100-year history.
Keep reading to learn about her journey from radio to books to television and
the Internet.

https://www.bettycrocker.com/about-us

https://commonsensehome.com

BettyCrocker.com

•

•

•

https://www.bettycrocker.com/about-us

Launched in 1997, BettyCrocker.com continues the legacy of adapting,
discovering and sharing the knowledge that home cooks crave. Today, the site
receives more than 12 million visitors per month. Betty also reaches more than
7 million fans monthly on Facebook, Pinterest and Instagram — be sure to like
and follow for all the latest recipes, videos and behind-the-scene looks at what
we’re working on.
A robust series of how-to videos exist on Betty’s YouTube channel and
subscribers of the BettyCrocker.com newsletter get regular inspiration
delivered to their inboxes – sign up today!
Betty’s actually been a pioneer of new media for her nearly 100-year history.
Keep reading to learn about her journey from radio to books to television and
the Internet.

https://www.bettycrocker.com/about-us

The Recipes part is good.
45 pages of home made old timey recipes like HOW TO MAKE LARGE CURD
COTTAGE CHEESE and GROUND CHERRY LEMON JELLY

Common Sense Home is about using sound judgment to be
more self-reliant. It means doing what you can, where you
are, with what you have.
They cover topics such as:
Gardening, Food Storage, Preparedness, Home Remedies and Natural Health,
Herbalism, Wildcrafting (Using wild plants for food and medicine),
Homesteading, such as chickens, Green Home Building and Remodeling,
Book and Product Reviews, Recipes and much more.
https://commonsensehome.com/about/
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https://commonsensehome.com

realsimple.com

Being self-reliant isn't about trying to tackle everything on your own, it's about
building community and helping out each other. We look forward to growing
and learning with you!
Just in case you're wondering what that plant is at the left of the new Common
Sense Home logo, it's common plantain, Plantago major. My grandmother
used to call it medicine leaf, and it was one of the first wild plants (weeds) that I
learned to use. I chose as a reminder that the help you need might be found
where you least expect it, and that although everyone may not be able to grow
a huge garden, almost everyone can grow weeds – or find them in the wild –
and put them to good use. 🙂 Self-reliance is about using what you have,
wherever you are.

They have more than just the food but that’s what we are concentrating on here.
FOOD , HOME, STYLE, LIFE, HOLIDAYS & ENTERTAINING, NEWS, SHOP
Under food they have:

Showcasing good-to-know information with inspiring ideas, this is
the go-to site for those who are looking to make life easier.

https://commonsensehome.com/about/

realsimple.com

seriouseats.com

RealSimple.com provides smart, realistic solutions to everyday challenges,
combining the great service of Real Simple magazine with the fresh, interactive
quality of the Web.
Here are a few of the things you can do:
• Find solutions quickly. With an enhanced search and browse, you can easily
find exactly what you’re looking for.
• Learn how to do almost anything. Follow step-by-step instructions on how to
braid hair, how to make a martini, how to chop parsley, and more.
• Keep track of your to-dos. Planning a party? Packing for a move? Use one of
100+ interactive checklists that will keep you on track.
• Get daily solutions via e-mail. Sign up for free newsletters and get tips and
solutions sent straight to your in-box, from inspiring Daily Thoughts to quick
and easy Daily Recipes.
•

Since it was founded in 2006, Serious Eats has grown into an award-winning
destination for millions of passionate, discerning, curious, and hungry readers
around the world.
Serious Eats is a leading resource for all things food and drink: meticulously tested
recipes that really work; in-depth, science-based explanations of cooking
techniques that are truly reliable; detailed reviews of cooking equipment; guides
to ingredients, dishes, and cuisines; and food-focused essays, investigations, and
profiles.
We bring a democratic yet scientific approach to cooking the best dishes, busting
food myths, and delivering strong opinions on what you should eat next, where,
when, and why.
https://www.seriouseats.com/about

seriouseats.com

seriouseats.com

•
•
•

•

•

Why So Serious?
In our case, serious doesn’t mean exclusive or highbrow. Our approach to our
work in the kitchen is serious, but the results are for everyone, whether you’re
a hardcore food nerd making a special-occasion feast or a casual, once-a-week
cook who’s just looking for your next dinner.
Likewise, we take seriously our responsibility to produce only food-related
features that are useful, interesting, and accurate, but we’re as open to a tale
of wacky experimentation with the American Girl doll cookbooks as we are to
a reported story on fraud in the seafood industry.
Whatever your interests and cooking style, we’ve got a new recipe, a new
technique, or a thought-provoking perspective on food for you. We believe
food can and should be a fun and engaging topic for everyone.
https://www.seriouseats.com/about

•

•

•

•

Why Should You Trust Us?
For any given dish you might want to make, chances are good you’ll find a ton
of recipes online. Why should you choose ours?
Each of our recipes is methodically tested and tasted, over and over again, by
our dedicated in-house recipe developers
(and by a few trusted freelance contributors), all of them skilled culinary professionals.
We don’t publish a new Serious Eats recipe until we’re certain it’s the tastiest
version out there, and we’re constantly updating our old recipes with new
techniques and improvements based on further testing and reader suggestions.
On Serious Eats, you’ll also find reviews of food products and kitchen
equipment. All reviews are conducted on our premises, so you can be sure that
you’re getting trustworthy recommendations from editors who have actually
used and abused the equipment they’re writing about.
https://www.seriouseats.com/about
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thepioneerwoman.com

copykat.com

My name is
Howdy! I’m a desperate housewife. I live in the country. I’m obsessed with butter, Basset Hounds, and
Ethel Merman. Welcome to my frontier!

•

•

copykat.com

•

•

•

find all of your
favorite restaurant recipes
recreated for you.
•

Sharing recipes online was something that began in 1995. I had initially put up my family’s favorite
recipes, and a few copycat recipes. I wanted to capture the delicious home-cooked meals that my family
enjoyed at my Grandmother’s houses. You have access to all of the treasured recipes from my family
here. Visitors wanted more copycat recipes.

•

Since 1995 CopyKat.com has grown to focus primarily on copycat recipes. Viewers just like yourself have
enjoyed these recipes over the years. Some people like to customize recipes based on their personal
dietary preferences, some people have prepared these recreated restaurant recipes when they have
been trying to save money, and others have prepared their favorite recipes at home for fun!

You are going to find your favorite Olive Garden recipes, Panera Bread recipes,
and so much more.
There are almost two thousand recipes online, all have easy to follow
instructions, and many have videos for you to follow along. All of these recipes
have been kitchen-tested, and are easy to prepare. So if you can’t go out for
dinner, you can still enjoy those familiar tastes at home.

copykat.com

CopyKat.com got its start from growing up in a very rural area. The town that I graduated in still has a
population of less than 500. Going out to eat wasn’t something we did because places aren’t around.
Going out to the Olive Garden involved a 3-hour adventure just getting there and back. So when we
would go out, if we found recipes that my family loved, we tried to recreate them at home.

find all of your
favorite restaurant recipes
recreated for you.

find all of your
favorite restaurant recipes
recreated for you.
COPYKAT RECIPES SHARE THREE CHARACTERS

•
•

No matter what the recipe is for, I want to make sure my readers have great cooking
experiences. For me, this means, ingredients are easy to find, the instructions are clear,
and your dish is one that you love.
Ingredients should be found in most grocery stores. It’s no fun to go around tracking
down hard to find ingredients.
The recipes must be easy to prepare. You don’t need to be a chef to prepare these
recipes!
No special equipment should be used. Home kitchens don’t have all of the fancy
hardware a restaurant kitchen has, all recipes can be made in a normal kitchen!

bhg.com/recipes

tasty.co (NOT tasty.com)
The official home of all things Tasty, the world's largest food network. Search,
watch, and cook every single Tasty recipe and video ever - all in one place!

•

Youtube : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJFp8uSYCjXOMnkUyb3CQ3Q

•

Joined Jan 22, 20164,369,346,124 views
Like them on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/buzzfeedtasty
Follow them on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/buzzfeedtasty/
Follow Them on Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/tasty
Check out their website: https://www.tasty.co/
•

Recipes from the Magazine
Get the latest recipes from Better Homes and Gardens
magazine for meal inspiration.
Better Homes and Gardens recipes are a testament to
the outstanding foods created by experts, celebrity
chefs, and home cooks.
Here you'll find the must-try recipes from this month's
issue, as well as classics from years past.
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hungry-girl.com
My little sister recommended this one and it looks
like she was on to something good.
“Hungry Girl is the guru of guilt-free eating. Need help making smart
choices? HG to the rescue! Famous for food finds, tips, tricks, and
easy & healthy recipes...”

•

ballhomecanning.com/recipes
https://www.freshpreserving.com/

Here are a few Hungry-Girl-at-a-Glance Facts:
* 13 bestselling cookbooks
* Demo: primarily women interested in better-for-you foods & smart lifestyle strategies
* Over 1 million daily email subscribers
* 650k monthly unique visitors & 2 million monthly page views
* Nearly 2 million fans on social media.
Learn more about how Hungry Girl got started here: https://www.hungry-girl.com/who-is-hungry-girl.
You can hear more of Lisa's story here: https://audioboom.com/posts/7519897-lisa-s-hungry-girl-success-story

You will find a lot of information regarding recipes, introduction
to canning, canning guides, and history or evolution of their
products on the website.
BONUS: if you visit freshpreserving.com and you can also
grab a copy of the latest edition of the “Ball Blue Book Guide
to Preserving 37th edition.”
More than 500 recipes are on there.

/
Take your BBQ to the next level of gourmet
https://www.southyourmouth.com/

https://www.atbbq.com/thesauce/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jennifer shares simple and quick to make family recipes utilizing fresh ingredients and your
favorite kitchen gadgets!
From the Instant Pot to the Air Fryer you’ll find all sorts of easy yet delicious meal ideas!
Today’s lifestyle leaves you feeling busy and exhausted and often too tired to make dinner.
Eating out is expensive and is often the less healthy choice.
Finding wholesome yet simple recipes that you can trust is a chore.
I strive to create recipes that use wholesome but minimal ingredients along with easy
preparation so that you can get dinner on the table quickly. Their goal is to create a recipe
database on this site that you can come to any night to get dinner inspiration and to create
well-tested recipes that you can trust to work every time.

https://garnishedplate.com/

•

•

•

Recipes That Crock provides readers with slow cooker recipes for everyday
and every occasion all year ‘round!
We are passionate about helping readers of all skill levels feed their families.
We believe that everyone can cook, it just takes the right recipe!
We specialize in super simple recipes for your crock pot, electric pressure
cooker (i.e. Instant Pot, Ninja Foodi, Crock Pot Express) and air fryer.
We have a Recipe Finder to help you find the perfect recipe for YOU. Just
check the boxes of what interests you or enter a term into our search bar and
our Recipe Finder will sift through over 1000 recipes to find what meets your
needs.

https://www.recipesthatcrock.com/
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About Taste of Home
•

Taste of Home is, at heart, a friendly
exchange of authentic familyfavorite recipes handed down over
generations and shared among
loved ones.

•

Taste of Home recipes are practical because they’re from home
cooks—not gourmet chefs—and feature familiar, everyday
ingredients; clear, beautiful photos; and easy-to-follow, step-bystep instructions. And because each is individually tested by
culinary experts in our Test Kitchen, Taste of Home recipes are
reliable; we guarantee that you can count on success each time
you prepare one.

•

•

But more than simply offering recipes, Taste of Home fosters a
strong and loyal sense of community among like-minded home cooks
of all ages, who share food preparation secrets and tips, humorous
and heartwarming anecdotes, and glimpses into their kitchens, their
homes and their lives.
Taste of Home is the world’s leading food media brand; we publish
magazines, special interest recipe collections for sale at retail and
grocery stores each year, dozens of cookbooks, and we host more
than 200 local cooking schools around the country each year.
Taste of Home is part of Trusted Media Brands, Inc., the first and
only media community designed to unify the voices and experience
of everyday cooks and home entertainers.

tasteofhome.com

About the Site
-Site address: damndelicious.net
-Summary: Damn Delicious is the
brainchild of Chungah Rhee, who
launched it as a hobby in 2011 and now has two cookbooks and works
on her site full time.
-Why I like it:
-There’s a ton of variety, and the recipes are always amazing.
-The photography, format and search are great
-I have never been intimidated by one of her recipes.

About the Site
-Site address: sallysbakingaddiction.com
-Summary: Sally’s Baking Addiction is written by Sally, who describes
herself as “a mother, baker, blogger, author, photographer, and wellknown lover of sprinkles.”
-Why I like it:
-As the name suggests, she’s all about baking, and she mostly
does it from scratch.
-There are great recipes for dietary restrictions: gluten-free,
vegan, etc.

tasteofhome.com

About the Site
-Site address: sixsistersstuff.com
-Summary: Six Sisters’ Stuff is literally written by six sisters: Steph,
Kendra, Lauren, Elyse, Kristen and Camille. They try to keep a very
down-to-earth attitude about cooking and have a cookbook, too.
-Why I like it:
-They have really good, step-by-step illustrations and directions.
-They have a YouTube channel for tutorials, too.
-The recipes are made with easy-to-find ingredients.

About the Site
-Site address: splendidtable.org
-Summary: The Splendid Table is an award-winning public radio show
that airs each weekend. It started in Minnesota and has branched out.
It’s hosted by Francis Lam.
-Why I like it:
-The recipes often include history and origin, which I love.
-Recipes are multicultural and use some fascinating ingredients,
along with many familiar ones.
-The show itself is a fun listen, even if you don’t plan on cooking.
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Shameless Plug
-Website address: spiceupkitchen.net
-Summary: Spice Up Your Life is updated weekly with a new, tried and
tested recipe, which also appears in Newton Now and several other
community newspapers.
-Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/spiceupyourlifecolumn/
-Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/spiceupcolumn
-Facebook: www.facebook.com/spiceupcolumn

Pinterest, Instagram and YouTube
They get their own section of
discussion because they are specialist
kings in their own culinary domains.

Pinterest for links
Instagram for Pictures
YouTube for Videos

Instagram
Why Pinterest?
It’s a way to organize things you’ve tried, things you want to try, etc.,
without having a big paper footprint.
Upsides
-A little more focused than just a Google search
-Other people have already done the search work for you
Downsides
-Sometimes links get removed from sites, and then you lose the recipe
-It’s easy to get decision paralysis

Food Dreamer: https://instagram.com/fooddreamer?igshid=6xe399pnsij4
Foodys: https://instagram.com/foodys?igshid=7tcajyzcdtcu
Judy Kim, food stylist/photographer:

https://www.instagram.com/judy.kim/

Karin Pfeiff Boscheck, masterful pastry:

https://www.instagram.com/karinpfeiffboschek/

Lauren Ko, pretty pies, silly puns: https://www.instagram.com/lokokitchen/

YouTube

Big names to follow

Barbecue Pit Boys: https://www.youtube.com/user/BarbecueWeb
The Katering Show - anti-cooking show: https://www.youtube.com/user/LeadBalloonTV
Regular Swedish Meal Time - regular menu, cooked with hard metal anger: https://www.youtube.com/user/SwedishMealTime

Michael Symon, Steven Rinella, Ina Garten, Brad Leone, Alton Brown, Rachael Ray,

Sunny Anderson

MeatEater - Steven Rinella hunting and cooking wild game: https://www.youtube.com/user/MeatEaterTV
Gudafoods: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfE5Cz44GlZVyoaYTHJbuZw
Binging with Babish: https://www.youtube.com/user/bgfilms
The Dawgfatha's BBQ: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCahPQX699ZQPXVwb1bhSNaQ/featured
HilahCooking:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCciOWSHoC_UFmInZBlVHSuA

Maangchi- for great Asian recipes:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8gFadPgK2r1ndqLI04Xvvw

Noreen's Kitchen - for great traditional home cooking:
EpicEmmyEats/MadeInJapan:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt4JkHmgAq1EnQc1Cc5M4xw

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzqbfYjQmf9nLQPMxVgPhiA

Sam the Cooking Guy: https://www.youtube.com/user/thesamlivecast/featured
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Side Note:
MacArtsAfterSchool.com - a McPherson after School program does
“Tasty Tuesdays “

•

The Culinary Arts track is designed to help students learn the basic of home
cooking and baking, introduces them to professional kitchens, and allows them to
create, cook and serve their own food.

Podcasts To Inspire Young Chefs
Is cooking during quarantine becoming a chore? Food-inspired podcasts for kids
can help them get in on the action.
https://www.slj.com/?detailStory=Podcasts-for-quarantined-K-12-chefs-kidcasts-coronavirus-COVID-19&utm_source=Marketing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=june3YourHomeLibrarian

Cooking with Kids: Best Sites and Videos for Young Home Chefs and Their
Grown-ups

The views, opinions, and information expressed during
this webinar are those of the presenter and are not the
views or opinions of the Newton Public Library. The
Newton Public Library makes no representation or
warranty with respect to the webinar or any information
or materials presented therein. Users of webinar
materials should not rely upon or construe the
information or resource materials contained in this
webinar as legal or other professional advice and
should not act or fail to act based on the information in
these materials without seeking the services of a
competent legal or other professional.

https://www.slj.com/?detailStory=cooking-with-kids-best-sites-videos-for-young-home-chefs-covid-19&utm_source=Marketing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=june3YourHomeLibrarian

And remember to “like”
Newton Public Library on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/NewtonPublicLibraryKansas
or https://www.newtonplks.org

http://41.media.tumblr.com/6ca4a7e3f4a78cb25cfdc74e0b48995a/tumblr_ndh49zqAHx1rli3xbo1_1280.jpg

Do you have any Questions?

Thank you for your
Participation
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